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Abstract 
The compositional distribution of aerosol-cloud drop particles is an important factor to assess their climatic impact, since it 
governs their chemical reactivity, cloud condensation nuclei activity, and radiative properties. To investigate the compositional 
distribution evolution of two-component aerosol-cloud drop, the two-component flux method (TFM) of Bott A.[1] is employed to 
simulate the coagulation. To illustrate its effectiveness, with this method, we compared analytical and numerical results for the 
constant kernel with exponential initial condition. The results of simulating the Golovin kernel and the hydrodynamic kernel with 
exponential initial condition showed the compositional distribution tends to be the fixed pattern without the initial influence. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Society of Particuology, Institute of Process Engineering, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (CAS). 
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1. Introduction 
Lots of effective numerical methods[2-5] have developed to describe the size distribution of aerosol-cloud 
particles. In these models, the cloud drop particles population usually were represented as a bulk, or as a univariate 
function of a single independent variable, typically total particle mass, diameter, or similar, and we can not well keep 
track of the spectral aerosol mass distribution within the cloud drops. However, the information on aerosol-cloud 
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compositional distribution is importance since the distribution governs the chemical reactivity, cloud condensation 
nuclei activity, and radiative properties. It is necessary to simulate aerosol processes realistically and with adequate 
accuracy. 
However, the understanding of aerosol-cloud interactions still contains large uncertainties. One of the most 
problematic aspects of aerosol-cloud interactions is the collision-coalescence process that is a mechanism that 
modifies the aerosol distribution, i.e. the aerosol particles that are the nuclei for individual droplets are combined 
during the coalescence process in the same way as the mass of the individual water droplets are merged. The 
collision-coalescence process makes critical influence on the compositional distribution of aerosol-cloud drop 
particles. 
  In general, the numerical methods to simulate the collision-coalescence process in the cloud model including 
two-component mainly are divided into deterministic methods[6-10] and stochastic methods, or the Monte Carlo 
methods[11-14]. Though, due to they can easily be extent to multicomponent coagulation, the Monte Carlo methods 
arouse many researchers’ interest recently, for some physical process, the deterministic methods are widely applied 
for less demanding and simpler dealing. 
  When comes to cloud models with detailed microphysical process describe the aerosol and cloud droplets, in 
which water mass usually plays the leading role and the aerosol mass almost is neglected when compared to water’s, 
the two-component flux method (TFM) presented by A. Bott[1] is a very effective method. Many researchers 
adopted Bott’s results in their studies[15-18]. However, in his research, Bott mainly focused on the distributions as a 
whole, and did not concern the compositional distribution.  
  In this paper, we mainly focus on the compositional distribution of the microphysical models that water mass is 
much larger than the aerosol’s. We would lie on the theory analysis of Matsoukas et al[19] to simulate two- 
component aerosol-cloud coagulation with Bott’s two-component flux method (TFM)[1]. Here, we take the 
assumption that the probability for the collision of two cloud droplets depends only on the water mass of each and 
not on the mass of the aerosol nuclei. With TFM, we would investigate particles compositional distributions as well 
as size distributions. The paper organized as follow: we will introduce the definitions in section 2 and algorithm of 
TFM in section 3. Then, numerical results are presented in section 4. A brief summary in section 5 concludes the 
paper. 
2. Definitions 
We consider a population of particles that is made out of two-components, aerosol and water. The state of a 
particle is determined by the mass of the water mw, and the mass of the aerosol ma, within the particle. We adopt the 
variable mw to characterize the size among coagulation, and the amount of aerosol ma it carries to represent 
quantities of compositional distribution. The two-component population is characterized by the bivariate distribution 
function N(mw, ma), such that N(mw, ma)d mw d ma is the number concentration of particles (water) in the size range 
mw r d mw /2 that contain a mass of solute(aerosol) in the range ma r d ma /2. The governed equation of two-
component coagulation is similar with one-component:  
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Integrating out the compositional variable ma, we obtain the distribution of sizes n(mw),  
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Function n(mw) is the familiar size distribution of the homogeneous (one-component) problem. Let g(ma | mw) be 
the fraction of particles in the size class mw with solute content mar dma/2. This makes g(ma | mw) the conditional 
probability to find a particle with solute content ma, given that the particle has size mw. By the conditional 
probability definition, we have 
                                           ( , , ) ( , ) ( | )w a w a wN m m t n m t g m m                                                              (3)  
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This result has a simple interpretation: the probability to find a particle of size mw that contains amount of solute 
ma is equal to the probability to find a particle of size mw, multiplied by the probability to find solute ma given the 
size of the coagulation. 
3. Description of the two-component flux method 
Agreeing with the above definitions, Bott’s method of two-component collision–coalescence process[1] with the 
assumption that coagulation kernel only result in the mass of water restates this idea. 
  Based on this assumption the collision–coalescence process is calculated in the following way. First, the two-
dimensional particle spectrum is integrated over the aerosol mass, yielding a one-dimensional droplet spectrum as 
function of the water mass. In the next step the one-component governed equation is solved for this distribution by 
means of the flux method [5]. In the last step the new two-dimensional particle spectrum is reconstructed from the 
one-dimensional intermediate distribution. Figure 1 illustrates schematically the three steps of the whole procedure. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the TFM. 
In this run the aerosol–water grid mesh was chosen according to 
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In TFM the two-dimensional particle spectrum is integrated over the aerosol grid, yielding a one- dimensional 
distribution,   
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The corresponding numerical method for one-component coagulation (LFM), we can refer to[5]. The collision of 
drops in grid box i with drops in grid box j yields new drops nw,i(i, j), nw,j(i, j), nw,k(i, j), and nw,k+1(i, j). The main 
problem of TFM now consists in the reconstruction of the two-dimensional particle distribution by means of these 
one-dimensional number concentrations. The total loss of particles in i and j and the gain of particles in k and k+1 
are denoted as  , ,( , ), ( , ),w i w jn i j n i j' '  , , 1( , ), ( , )w k w kn i j n i j' '  . 
Since in the proposed method the probability for the collision of two drops is assumed to be independent of their 
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aerosol mass, in the two-dimensional aerosol–water grid the total loss of drops , ( , )w in i j'  and , ( , )w jn i j' will be 
split up in fractions , ( , )i ln i j'  and , ( , )j ln i j' according to the fraction ,i lJ  and ,j lJ  of particles in grid boxes (i, l ) and 
(j, l ), l =1, . . . , L, before the collision process: 
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  ¦ . In the next step the new drops , ( , )w kn i j' and , 1( , )w kn i j' will be redistributed into 
grid boxes (k, l ) and (k+1, l ), l =1, . . . , L. The collision of particles with masses (vi , mp) with particles with masses 
(vj , mq) yields new particles with masses [vk, m’(i, j)] and [vk+1, m’(i, j)] where m’(i, j)= mp+mq . The fraction of 
these particles is given by 
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Analogously to the Courant number cw,k of the water grid[5], a Courant number ca,l of the aerosol grid is 
introduced: 
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with 1'( , )l lm m i j m d d  . Utilizing this expression the newly formed drops are redistributed into the two-
dimensional aerosol–water grid according to 
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However, at this stage the method does not conserve the total aerosol mass. The reason for this is that the one-
dimensional flux method only conserves the total water mass but not the total number concentration of drops. Since 
the spectral distribution of the aerosol mass after the collision is calculated as function of the particle number 
concentration, it is evident that the total aerosol mass cannot be conserved. In order to obtain aerosol mass 
conservation with TFM, after each collision process the particles will be moved along the aerosol mass grid until 
aerosol mass conservation is achieved. The movement is calculated by means of a simple upstream advection 
procedure. The advection is performed with a constant Courant number ac . If after one collision process the total 
aerosol mass Ma(t + t' ) is lower than the total aerosol mass Ma(t)  before the collision, then ac is calculated 
according to 
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and in each grid box l = 1, . . . , L the fraction ,a i lc n will be moved into grid box l + 1. An analogous expression 
holds if Ma(t + t' ) < Ma(t) whereby now the particles are moved from l to 1l  . 
4. Numerical results 
4.1. Numerical results of the constant kernel and exponential initial condition 
In order to check the performance of the algorithm, a simulation with a constant kernel was performed and 
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compared with the analytical solution found by Lushnikov[20]. Here we take into account the exponential initial 
condition 
            0
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where N0 is the total cloud water content; v0 and m0 are the initial mass of water and aerosol in a drop. Here mw0 is 
related to the mean drop radius r0 by 
3
0 0(4 3)wm rSU  where U  is the density of water. As[20], the analytical 
solution for constant kernel(K=K0) was 
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where 0 0K N tW  and I0 is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind. 
  We first examine the water size distribution. Fig. 2 shows water size distributions obtained by TFM simulations 
and analytical solution at water mean initial radius r0=10 mP and N0=1 gm-3 with a logarithmic scale of the ordinate. 
It should be noted that for the constant kernel and exponential initial condition TFM yields almost the same results 
as the analytical solution for water size distribution. 
 
 
   Fig. 2 Water size evolution simulation of constant kernel and exponential initial distribution at r0=10 mP and N0=1 gm-3 with a logarithmic 
scale of the ordinate (compared with analytical solution). 
To illustrate the compositional distribution, that is, aerosol size distribution in given water mass drop, we plot 
compositional distribution evolution for No. 20,30 and 40 water mass bins respectively.  Fig. 3 shows the results of 
analytical solution and simulation by TFM with a logarithmic scale of the ordinate. We can find the numerical 
results meet analytical express very well except some dots at tail. Here we also can find that the compositional 
distributions after sometimes seem to be similar resulting from the initial distribution.  
4.2. Numerical results of the Golovin kernel and the hydrodynamic kernel 
In this case we would take into account two kernel which often be mentioned in aerosol study Golovin kernel and 
hydrodynamic kernel. We first exam water size distribution for Golovin kernel 
1 2 1 2( , ) ( )w w w wK m m b m m   with b=1.5 
m3 kg-1 s-1 and hydrodynamic kernel 
2
1 2 1 2 1 2( , ) ( ) | ( ) ( ) |w wK m m r r E w r w rS                                                                
Here, E is the collision efficiency taken from Long while w is the terminal velocity of the falling drops, and 
3(4 3)wm rSU . The hydrodynamic kernel often used to study the growth of cloud droplets due to gravitational 
collision-coalescence. The Long kernel is based on the gravitational coalescence with empirical curve fittings to the 
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collision efficiency. 
 
a)                                                                                            b) 
             
c) 
 
  Fig. 3 a) aerosol size distribution for given water bin 1. b) same as a) except for water bin 10. c) same with a) except for water bin 20. 
   
To examine the distribution of components, we plot contours of the bivariate distribution against the amount of 
aerosol and water in each drop. Contours plot for Golovin kernel and hydrodynamic kernel respectively after 30min 
in Fig.5 explains for same initial distribution component distribution range wider under hydrodynamic kernel 
compared with Golovin kernel. 
a)                                                                                          b) 
                         
  Fig. 4 a) water size evolution for the Golovin kernel and exponential initial condition with a logarithmic scale of the ordinate ; b) same as a) 
except for the hydrodynamic kernel . 
a)                                                                                           b) 
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Fig.5 a) plot contours of the bivariate distribution with Golovin kernel after 30min; b) same as a) except for hydrodynamic kernel. 
To obtain direct information for the blending of components, we must extract the compositional distribution, 
g(m|v). Both Fig.6(aerosol compositional distribution in different water droplet classes for Golovin kernel and 
exponential initial condition) and Fig.7(aerosol compositional distribution in different water droplet classes for the 
hydrodynamic kernel and exponential initial condition) reveal the same trend: although in these water class with 
large initial particle number, compositional distributions look similar with initial status, for other water droplet, 
aerosol compositional distributions tend to be fixed pattern. When it comes to the constant kernel with monodisperse 
initial condition, we also can investigate this fixed pattern for aerosol compositional distribution showed in Fig.8. 
a)                                                                               b) 
                         
      c) 
 
Fig. 6 a) compositional distribution of the Golovin kernel for given water bin 20. b) same as a) except for water bin 30. c) same with a) except 
for water bin 40. 
5. Conclusion 
We have illustrate the effectiveness of the two-component flux method (TFM) by compared the analytical and 
numerical results for the constant kernel with exponential initial condition. And it had not been done by Bott[1]when 
he gave out this method. Meanwhile, in this paper, according to the theory of [19], we investigated aerosol-cloud 
particles as water droplets of specific size and aerosol composition.  Through simulated different kernels (the 
constant kernel, Golovin kernel and the hydrodynamic kernel) and various initial conditions (exponential and 
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monodisperse initial condition included), we also found the aerosol compositional distribution tend to be fixed 
pattern. 
a)                                                                                     b) 
                               
    c) 
 
Fig. 7 a) compositional distribution of the hydrodynamic kernel for given water bin 20. b) same as a) except for water bin 30. c) same with a) 
except for water bin 40. 
 
Fig.8 aerosol compositional distribution of the constant kernel with monodisperse in water bin 20 after 30 min 
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